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THE TRADITIONS OF THE GEOGRAPHICAL RESEARCH 
25 Years of the Geographical Institute 

of the Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences 

The scientific research in Czechoslovakia has old traditions al
though they differ in individual scientific branches. In this place let 
us mention the Charles University founded in 1348, the oldest universi
ty in central, northern and eastern Europe and the Czech Royal Learned 
Society with its more than 200 years of existence; or the Czech and Slo
vak Academy of Arts and Sciences whose activity has been continued 
by the Czechoslovak and Slovak Academies of Sciences. 

Similarly, the modern geography including cartography, has its 
own traditions. In the past it was tought at universities, in cartographic, 
statistical, town planning and similar institutions and within the scope 
of the Czechoslovak Geographical Society. founded as early as 1894. Also 
the "State Map Collection" has proved its scientific character. It was 
founded in 1920 as a department of the Geo~raphical Institute of the 
Charles University, and was controlled by Prof. Vaclav Svambera up 
to 1935. At the present time it has amalgamated with the Geographical 
Institute of the Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences as a separate unit, 
being the oldest academic workplace in geography. 

The Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences associates as its members the 
most distinguished scientists from different branches. In its academic ins
titutes theoretical as well as anplied research has been pursuit. The aca
demy was founded in 1952 and among its 92 Academicians and Corres
ponding Members were also four geographers: the Academician Viktor 
Dvorsky (geography, economic geography) and the Corresponding Mem
bers Vaclav Dedina r geography, re~ional geography), Frantisek Vitasek 
(geography, physical geography) and Tosef Kunsky (geography, geo
morphology). At first seven academic institutes with more than 1100 
employees formed the basis of the Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences. 
Most of the present academic institutes were attached to them in the 
course of 3-4 years, or at least foundations were laid to their future 
existence in the form of small institutes, laboratories and independent 
departments of larger institutes. At that time, i. e. at the beginning 
of 1954, also four independent geographical departments originated 
with a promising prospect of a future amalgamation into one geogra
phical institute. In Brno, the Corresponding Member F. Vitasek was head 
of a department of geomorphology concerned especially with the karst 
investigation. In Prague the following independent departments came 
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into being: the department of historical geography headed by Professor 
B. Horak, the department of cartography headed by Professor Karel 
Kuchar and the department of economic geography headed by the nestor 
of the Czechoslovak geography Professor Jan Hromadka. Their common 
project was before all the compilation of a new national atlas. 

Complications marred the hopeful perspective of a united geographi
cal institute within the Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences, and pushed 
its off foundation for almost a decade. After longlasting endeavours, 
the new Geographical Institute was founded on January 1, 1963 and the 
geographical research in the Academy started to develop according to 
an unified conception. The dream of Czech geographers to have a research 
centre in the Czech lands was fulfilled. The programme of the institute 
is to develop scientific research and, at the same time, to secure an 
up-to-date service to meet the growing needs of the society. The institu
te originated by the amalgamation of several smaller departments 
concerned with special geographical branches and obtained in this 
way a highly trained staff. On the other hand, this fusion resulted in 
a certain unbalance in the representation of individual geographical 
branches, weakening in this way the complexity of the geographical 
research. 

The research programme of the new institute, apart from geomorpho
logy and karst investigation. economic geographv and cartography, was 
soon enriched by biogeography. 'climatology, hydrology, human geo
graphy, regional geography of Czechoslovakia as well as of the deve
loping countries, and the thematic cartography in connection with an 
intense start on the compilation of the national atlas, an important 
unifying element of the whole Czechoslovak geography and cartography. 

In the course of its existence. the new institute has included indivi
dual departments renresenting the basic geographical branches, such 
as the department of physical geography, human geography, regional 
geography and cartography. Apart from this basic structure, different 
new departments originate accQ1:'ding to the needs of new research 
programmes. A special positIon among the above disciplines is invariably 
occupied by the karst research. 

The Geographical Institute of the Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences 
has applied the results and experiences of those institutes of which it 
was formed. and has achieved after a short time of its existence some 
remarkable theoretical as well as practical and sCientific-organizational 
successes. Compared with institutes abroad. it ranks next to the most 
developed non-university 12'eographical institutes in Poland, USSR, Hun
gary. FRG or GDR with which it has an intense sCientific cooperation. 
The favo11rable development is reflected in an expanded cooperation 
with socialist countries as well as with the Intemational Geographical 
Union, especially in its working grouns. such as the Commission of the 
Slope Development. Commission of National Atlases. Commission on 
Methods of Economic Rep;ionalization, of Applied Geography, e. a. The 
institute was entrusted with the coordination of the research in the 
developing countries in the sphere of geology, geography and mining. Its 
research workers following up with the programmes of the United Na
tions Organization have studied such nroblems as .. The Develonment 
of Tourism in Tunisia" ... Geogranhical Monographv of Ghana" (40), or 
"The Economic Exploitation of Karst Areas for the National Economy 
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of Cuba". Apart from many different research programmes, the insti
tute - from the very beginning of its existence - has been mainly 
concerned with a complex geographical research of Czechoslovakia. 

The basic scientific problem in which the institute had cooperated 
with Slovak geographers for almost two decades was "The Geographical 
Regionalization in Czechoslovakia". It should have characterized the 
system and types of geographical units, and show the relationships 
between the natural environment and the economic exploitation and 
settlement in the landscape (36, 42). Prior to the foundation of the insti
tute, the results achieved by Czechoslovak geographers were apprecia
ted at home as well as abroad. A stimulus came from the scientific 
workers of the institute to establish an international I. G. U. commission 
on methods of economic regionalization (18). Some works on the 
regionalization were applied in the reconstruction of the settlement 
structure in CzeChoslovakia, for the purposes of regional planning and 
also in the territorial-administrative reform started in 1960. Its funda
mental regional aim was to form new administrative areas to conform 
with the newly formed large economic regions (30). 

The Geographical Institute succeeded in elaborating and publish
ing the Atlas of the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic (1 J which includes 
400 maps with the legend in three languages. It shows the physical-geo
graphical and human-geographical conditions of the country. The work 
and the responsibility for the compilation of most of the maps was gra
dually taken over by the staff of the Geographical Institute of the Czecho
slovak and Slovak Academy of Sciences. 

An essential part of the work of physi.cal geographers was concen
trated for a long time on the elaboration of a complex physical-geogra
phical regionalization of the territory of Bohemia and Moravia. It con
sisted in the construction of geomorphological, climatic, hydrological, 
pedological and biogeographical maps of the whole territory on the 
scale of 1 : 200000. Then comprehensive thematic maps of relevent fea
tures were made. and finally the definite map of the physical geogra
phical division of CSR on the scale of 1 : 500 000. An extensive mono
graphy called "River Terraces in Czech Lands" (4) was published, and 
preparations were made for detailed and comprehensive synoptical geo
morphological mapping. The conception of comprehensive mapping 
became the basis for the legend of the .,1nternational Geomorphological 
Map of Europe". On the basis of major observations carried out in the 
Moravian Karst, a new conception of its geomorphological development 
- using the results of the present sneleogeomorphology - came into 
being. A complex investigation of the newly discovered Amateur Cave 
has shown that the cave could be used for speleotherapeutical purposes. 

In climatology and hydrologv was iml;lortant the elaboration of 
mesoclimatic characteristics and relationships between climatic elements 
and the osciIations of the underground water level as a basis for the 
prognosis of changes in the reserves of the underground water. To meet 
the requirements of the regional planning, the mesoclimate in 840 Czech 
and Slovak settlements with more than 2 000 inhabitants was studied 
(25). Apart from the pedological regionalization of the area of CSR, 
the problem of vertical soil zonality was tackled as well as the problems 
of its anthropogenous transformations. The soil erosion was studied 
and the term "potential soil erosion" was then applied in the space eva-
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luation of this phenomenon called "Potential Soil Erosion by Flowing 
Water in the Area of CSR" (28). The publication "The Development 
of Soil Erosion in CSR" (29) gives the prognosis of conditions and 
development of this phenomenon up to 2000. Biogeographers elaborated 
an original approach to biogeographical maps in a geobiocenological 
conception (7). Informations obtained through this method enabled the 
compilation of maps of the ecological stability of the landscape, provi
ding the basis for the protection and planning of the natural environ
ment. 

From the beginning of the sixties, geographers became interested 
in the geography of population and settlement, in connection with the 
requirements of the transformation of the urban settlement system in 
Czechoslovakia (32). Geographers tried to come up with the answers 
to demographic problems of urban as well as non-urban population, 
such as daily commuting (17], migration, age structure, etc. The mor
phometric typology of country settlements had been studied earlier, 
for the last time in 1956 (14], therefore the new institute paid more at
tention to the problem of the urban settlement systems. Apart from the 
functional classification and typology, the location of towns from the 
viewpoint of the housing construction (15 J including the capital -
Prague (41) was evaluated. According to international standards "The 
Population Map of Czechoslovakia" has been compiled [27J. An exten
sive geographical research of settlement agglomerations in the whole 
republic has achieved considerable results (5). 

In the course of the 19th century industry developed on a wide 
scale on the whole territory of Czechoslovakia influencing the land
scape. The industrial relations became the subject of study of the geo
graphy of industry. In the Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences especially 
problems associated with the geographical classification, structure and 
measurement of the industrial volume (20, 31, 34 J, industrial agglome
rations and especially the relationships between industrial centres 
and settlements have been studied. The development of industrial en
terprises is closely related to the housing construction, increasing the 
number of town inhabitants. Similarly, commuting to work increases, 
especially in places of a larger concentration of industry [relatively 
more in smaller than in larger towns). Therefore in a complex evalua
tion of regional importance of towns, the coeficient of commutation can 
easily be misleading unless completed with other coeficients. 

Although the branch of the geography of agriculture could follow 
up with the results achieved previously, it was developing only at 
a slow pace. Similarly, also the method of land-use started asserting 
itself as late as 1965. Up to the present time it has achieved good re
sults [11 J. Studies of the soil erosion are of a great importance for 
agriculture. To meet the requirements of modern geography, the scien
tific staff of the institute was rebuild approximatly till the end of the 
sixties, refining the exploration techniques to secure an equal represen
tation in individual scientific branches. 

The sixties may be considered the most fruitful era of geography 
and cartography in the Czechoslovakia. Apart from the above-men
tioned national atlas, was produced a "Czechoslovak military atlas" [8, 
38) which appeared in two editions. Other extensive regional works 
originated also at that time, such as the study "Pfibor-Kopfivnice-
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-Stramberk" (13) or "The Complex Geographical lnvestigation of the 
Area of Dams on the Dyje near Nove Mlyny" (10). In this place let us 
also mention the "Regional Structure of Czechoslovakia" (33) as well 
as the "Geography of Czechoslovakia" (9). The study of evaluation 
methods of positive and negative influences of economic activities upon 
the geographical environment (22, 39) formed the basis of future re
search programme. 

The main aim of the research, the study of the geographical regiona
lization, continued arosing interest in the relevant applications of the 
results. For some time it was supervised by the Presidium of the Cze
choslovak Academy of Sciences. Informations obtained through diffe
rent analyses applied in individual research spheres [industry, agricul
ture, population, etc.) were published in a different ways. A collection 
of papers was issued called "Methods of Economic Geographical Re
gionalization" (19). In 1969-1972 branch regionalizations in CSR were 
finished by the research team of the institute. They arosed considerable 
interest and some of them appeared in the form of books (12, 16, 21, 
23). The achieved results have partly been illustrated on maps [1 : 
: 500000) in the form of a "Collection of Maps of the Physical-Geo
graphical Rayonization of CSR" and a "Collection of Maps of Econo
mic-Geographical Regionalization of CSR". Together with a map il
lustrating the quality of the living environment, 17 such thematic 
maps of the territory of CSR have been published. * ) 

The work on complex regionalization, especially the economic-geo
graphical collection, was overdue because of its complexity and other 
problems. The most convenient for our territory seemed to be the con
ception of "nodal regions", based on the fact that the population con
centrated in urban settlements is the deciding factor in the production, 
and at the same time, a mass consumer of goods and services, which 
forms the basic space relations in the landscape. It enable the division 
of the area of CSR according to a uniform system of coeficients, even 
if their interpretation is far from being perfect disregarding the re
sults of the physical-geographical and other regionalizations of the 
area under study. In the determination of spheres of influence in the 
neighbourhood of settlements and of the hierarchical degree of regional 
integrity, often only the mobility of population (commutation, migration, 
etc.) became the main indicator, and not further, for instance, the econo
mic structure of the area. 

The final result of the regionalization of the area of CSR should 
have been the map of the "Economic-Geographical Regions in CSR" 
and a corresponding study published in 1977 (6). More valuable was 
the work "Microregionalization of CSR" finished in 1974 as a result 
of delineating geographical units at a lower hierarchical level. Its practi
cal goal was to contribute - at the suggestion of the Czech Planning 
Committee - to the evaluation of work of regional and district national 
committees, which resulted in defining the local population centres in 
future settlement systems . 

• ) The main results achieved in the investigations of the geographical regio
nalization in Slovakia were used in the elaboration of the Atlas of the Slovak So
cialist Republic (Bratislava, SAV-SOGK, 1980). 
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The hitherto investigations have shown that the territorial aspects 
of the structural development of the most important factors in the 
geographical differenciation in the country are predominantly deter
mined by general conditions, especially by the condition of the dyna
mics of the macro-economic development. This was characteristic of 
its economy and settlement system up to the second half of the seven
ties, when the first signs of a transition to a more intense model of 
idevelopment started to appear. At that time, most of the SCientific 
workers of the Geographical Institute bent their effort to studies, such 
as the "Geographical Potential of the Landscape", "Socio-Economic Po
tential of CSR" and "Modelling of State, Development and Interactions 
of Factors of the Environment in CSR". They tried to determine the then 
applied and potential possibilities of capacities in individual areas of the 
republic. It was also necessary to supply the answer to the problems 
of service equipment and housing standard in the population centres as 
well as the evaluation of natural, social and economic conditions of 
housing, recreation and tourist traffic. 

Since the eighties the theoretical preparation has shown the possi
bilities of the application of research in the regional planning, on the 
presumption that its efforts would bend in the direction of space orga
nization and a more rational areal administration, which could result in 
a greater efficiency and marked savings to its sponsors. One of the 
variants of the planned areas is the delimitation of socio-economic re
gions by grouping the districts on the basis of a similar structure and 
integration. On the territory of CSR 27 regions were defined and the 
possibilities of cooperation and regional specialization were outlined 
(37). The research of nodal regions has much contributed to the con
ception of the conversion of the settlement structure in particular areas. 

In the seventies the institute concentrated on the problems of the 
geographical evaluation of the landscape and the living environment 
which are of an immense importance at the present time. The institute 
was entrusted with the coordination of the "Quantitative Evaluation 
of the Present Relief-Forming Processes". It also cooperated in the "Re
gional Evaluation and Development of the Sources of the Geosphere". 
Another pressing problem to be solved was the "System of a Complex 
Protection of the Natural Environment in the North Bohemian Brown 
Coal Area and the Neighbouring Districts" which was one of the first 
suggestions of a more general research of the geographical aspects 
of the environment. These problems were studied not only in the abo
ve-mentioned area but also in model areas of Liberec, Jihlava, Ostrava, 
Luhacovice, Breclav and Ceskomoravska vysocina (Bohemian-Moravian 
Highland). 

A synthetic geographical research of environmental problems was 
carried out in areas of different size on the whole territory of the re
public, for which in cooperation with the Terplan Board an "Ecological 
Generel of CSR" has been elaborated. The development of interactIons 
of geographical factors of the living environment were studied in se
lected model areas in North Bohemia and North and South Moravia. 
The achieved results update and expand the store of knowledge neces
sary for a qualified forecast of changes in the future development of 
studied processes and environmental phenomena. The study "Living 
Environment in Czech SOCialist Republic" describes the state, problems 
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and perspectives for the needs of the relevant authorities. On the basis 
of promising results achieved in the country as well as abroad, an inter
national laboratory of the geographical research of environmental pro
blems should be established as part of the Geographical Institute. 

The Czechoslovak geographers always have stressed the importance 
of a map interpretation of individual research stages as well as of its 
final results. To this aim, at the beginning of the eighties, the institute 
was quickly equipped with modern instrumentation enabling a faster 
information processing and automation of cartographic shaping of re
search results. Since 1981 the institute concentrated on a comprehen
sive treatment of its main research aim, i. e. "The Earth, Remote Sensing 
and Cartographic Modelling of the Landscape". To this purpose radio
-controlled aeroplane models were used in taking aerial photos of the 
earth from lower heights. Within the Interkosmos programme, the insti
tute has been gradually equipped with new apparatus for aircraft and 
satellite scanning for geographical purposes. 

The institute has achieved interesting results in the branch of long
-distance investigation of the Earth. The results were described in the 
publication "Methods of Multispectral Aerial Photographing from Lo
wer Heights" and in the catalogue of spectral properties of objects 
selected for interpretation. 

Rich cartographic experiences together with a cartographic labo
ratory, equipped with the automatic cartographical system DlGIKART, 
have speeded up the edition of several map collections and atlases, such 
as the map collection showing the prognosis of selected areal factors of 
the development of Czechoslovak economy up to the year 2000 (24), 
the atlas containing the results of the last census of people, houses and 
flats in CSR in 1980 (3), a collection of maps of the Czechoslovak 
health-service (26), or the "Atlas of the population of Czechoslovakia" 
(2) . 

In the mid-eighties the geographical research in the Czechoslovak 
Academy of SCiences gradually took up the theoretical research of re
gional planning and its application in regional and physical planning of 
the development of national economy and settlement. A scientific orga
nization of a complex utilization of the territory of Czechoslovakia may 
result in a rational surmounting of departmental barriers, and a more 
effective development of individual areas with the preservation and 
improvement of the living environment. Consequently, the research pro
gramme of the Geographical Institute was expanded with targets such 
as "Geosystem Diagnoses and Prognoses of Environmental Problems 
and the Research of Geosystems by Methods of Remote Sensing of the 
Earth" and the "Prognosis of the Regional Development in Czechoslo
vakia". The main practical aim of the geographical research is to contri
bute to the reform of the Czechoslovak national economy and the re
construction of its areal organization. Theoretically, these trends will 
most probably lead to the improvement of areal specialization and espe
cially regional syntheses of the geographical research. 

The rich publication activity of the SCientific team of the institute 
is backed up by its own polygraphic base. Apart from the conventional 
"Studia Geographica" and the "Reports from the Geographical Institu
te of the Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences" another four series of 
different orientation, and the bibliographic annual "Czechoslovak Geo-
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graphical Bibliography", have been published in cooperation with the 
Czechoslovak Geographical Society as a result of a continuous biblio
graphic activity since 1959. The publications are the subject of a book 
exchange at home as well as abroad. The institute library gets books 
in exchange from some 250 foreign institutions. 

Within the frame of the research programme, some original appa
ratus and equipment have been developed, for instance, the apparatus 
for the investigation of the soil erosion and collecting of samples of 
water-bone material in streams with a turbulent waterflow. For the map
ping of the erosion and other phenomena, a radiooperated aeroplane 
model provided with a multispectral photographic camera was con
structed. Scanning apparatus of the above mentioned conception are 
applied in a great many sCientific branches in Czechoslovakia as well 
as abroad. 

The mesoclimate is studied by means of a measuring vehicle provi
ded with special home-constructed measuring apparatus. For applica
tion in the mesoclimatic research a three-dimensional field anemograph 
has been developed used also in meteorological safeguarding of nuclear 
power stations. 

The Institute of Geography cooperates with university geographical 
departments as well as with prominent geographers in different state 
institutions. In future, the main aim of the research work will include the 
intesification of the theoretical system of geography and the inter
-communication of special developing geographical disciplines within 
the frame of complex regional relationships of natural and social fac
tors. The most important practical application of the research activity 
of the institute may be expected in the sphere of regional planning and 
organization, and in the preservation of the natural environment of the 
Czech landscape. 
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Shrnut! 

TRADICE GEOGRAFICKEHO VYZKUMU 
CTVRT STOLET! GEOGRAFICKEHO OSTAVU CESKOSLOVENSKE AKADEMIE VED 

CSAV byla zalozena jako vMecka instituce pracovniho typu v roce 1952. Mezi 
j()jimi 02 cleny byli i ctyi'i geografove: akademik Viktor Dvorsky a clenove kores
pondenti Vaclav DMina, FrantiSek VitEisek a Josef KunskY. V letech 1952-1953 byla 
zalozena samostatna geograficka pracoviste, v Brne Kabinet pro geomorfologii, v Praze 
pak Kabinet pro historickou geografii, Kabinet pro hospodarskou geografii a Kabinet 
pro kartografii, do nejz byla zaclenena Statni sbirka mapova vznikla uz v roce 1920 
jako nejstarsi akademicke pracoviSte. Jednotny Geograficky ustav vsak vznikl z tech
to zaldadu az k 1. 1. 1963. Vedle geomorfologie, ekonomicke geografie a kartografie 
byl jeho vyzkum brzy roz5iren 0 biogeografii, klimatologii a hydrologii, geografii 
obyvatelstva a sidel, regionaln[ geografii a tematickou kartografii v souvislosti se 
zahiijenim intenzivnich praci na Atlase eSSR, ktery se stal jednotici silou cele ces
kfJslovensk6 geografie a kartografie. 

Pi'i plneni riiznych vyzkumnych ukolii se jako zakladni zamereni cinnosti iistavu 
od zacjt:cu jevi komplexni geograficky vyzkum iizem[ CSR. Prace na regionalizaci 
byly zcasti vyuzity pri rekonstrukci sfdelni struktury Ceskoslovenska, pro oblastni 
planovani i iizemne administrativni reformu. V sedesatych letech vrcholilo nejplod
nejsi obdobi geografie v eSAV. Vedle zmineneho Atlasu CSSR vznikl i es. vojensky 
atlas, velke regionalni studio prostorLl Koprivnice a Oolnlho Podyji i reprezentacni 
clilo G80graphy of Czechoslovakia. Oosazene vysledky S8 podai'iJo z velke casti do
kumentovat v publikacich i mapach, zejmena v souboru fyzickogeograficke a ekonomic
kogeograficke regionalizace eSR v meritku 1 : 500 000. Prace na soubornych regio
nalizacich, zvlaste ekonomiekogeograficke, se vsak pro svoji slozitost opoz!fovaly. 

V prubehu sedmdesiitych let se zacal (Istav zamel'ovat na iikoly geografickeho 
potencialu krajiny a geografickeho hodnoeeni zivotniho prosti'edL Metody vyzknmu 
prosti'edi se resily v ruzne velikych modelovych olJlastech a spoln s Terplanem hyl 
vyprilcov[1II "Ekologicky generel eSR". Dstilv dospel i k zajimavym vysledkiim v oho
reL d<llkoveho pl'uzkumu Zeme a eroze pi'idy proudici vodoll. 

ZaCiitkcm osmdesiitych let S8 iistav pocal ryehleji vybavovat moderni pf'istro
jovou teclLl1ikoll, napomahajiei zejm6na zpracovani informaci a automatizaci karto
grafickeho ztvarneni vysledkii vyzkumu. Pozdeji se orientace geografie v CSAV pre
souva do sfery ztl.kladniho vyzkumu pro potl'eby oblastniho a iizemniho planovani 
rozvoje narodniho hospodarstvi a osidlenL 

Rozvinuta publikacnf cinnost se opira 0 vlastni polygrafickou zakladnu. Vedle 
tradicnieh fad Studia Geographiea a Zpravy GGD eSAV vychiizeji jeste Ctyi'i serie 
a bibliograficka rocenka eeskoslovenska geograficka Iiteratura, vydtl.vana spolu s CSGS. 
Publikace jsou pl'edmetem mezinarodn[ vymeny zahrnujici na 250 institucL ' 

Dstav iizee spolupracuje s prednimi geografickymi pracoviSti na vysokych skolach 
i s geografy z povolani v riiznych statnich organizacich. V priStich letech by se mel 
zabyvat predevsim prohloubenim teoretickeho systemu geografie, propojenim special
nich geografickyeh diseiplfn v ramei komplexnich regionalnich vztahii pl'frodni a spo
lecenskEi slozky a praktickymi aplikacemi na useku l'fzeni a regionalniho planovani 
i pri ochrane a tvorh8 zivotniho prosti'edi krajiny. 

{PracoviSte autoru: M. Strida - Geograficky ustav CSAV, Aibertov 6, 128 43 Praha 2; 
o. Stehlik - Geograficky ustav CSAV, Mendlovo ndm. 1, 662 82 Brno. 

Dosio do redakce 21. 12. 1987. 
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5. Building of the Geographical Institute of the Czechoslovak Academy of SCiences in Brno. 

6. An old library in the building of the Geographical Institute. 



7. A part of the cartographic laboratory. 

8. Device for remote sensing from low altitudes made in Geographical Institute. 



9. A part of the Amateur Cave where scientists of the Geographical institute have made many 
investigations. Photos J. Keprt. 


